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Disclaimer: This document reflects only the author’s view and the Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made 

of the information it contains. 

This document has been developed during the pilot phase of the ECIU University Erasmus+ project between 2019 - 2022. 
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 Beneficiaries 

● Aalborg University, Denmark 

● Dublin City University, Ireland 

● Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania 

● Linköping University, Sweden 

● Tampereen Korkeakoulusäätiö sr, Finland 

● Hamburg University of Technology, Germany 

● Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal 

● Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Spain 

● University of Stavanger, Norway 

● Universita degli Studi di Trento, Italy 

● Institut National des Sciences Appliquées de Toulouse, France 

● University of Twente, The Netherlands 

 

Abstract 

To convey the information through promotional events for a more conscious acquisition on ECIU 

University project, a delivery of ECIU University promotional events for students, staff and 

enterprises within partner institutions was organised during different phases ECIU University pilot.  
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Symbols, abbreviations and acronyms  
 

AAU  Aalborg University, Denmark 

DCU  Dublin City University, Ireland 

EC  European Commission 

ECIU  European Consortium of Innovative Universities 

KTU  Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania 

LiU  Linköping University, Sweden 

TAU  Tampereen Korkeakoulusäätiö sr, Finland 

TUHH  Hamburg University of Technology, Germany 

UA  Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal 

UAB  Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Spain 

UiS  University of Stavanger, Norway 

UNITN  Universita degli Studi di Trento, Italy 

UT  University of Twente, Netherlands 
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1 Introduction to events for staff and students 

To convey the information through promotional events for a more conscious acquisition on ECIU 

University, a delivery of ECIU University promotional events for students, staff and enterprises within 

partner institutions was organised during different phases of the project. Some information was 

disseminated through the traditional annual events where students, staff and industry/ social partners 

meet, also some new promotional events were introduced. 

In order to help with the organisation and to offer information, examples and advice needed to 

organise and deliver effective events, the Strategic Guidelines to Deliver ECIU University Promotional 

Events for Students, Staff and Enterprises within Project Partner Institutions were prepared in January 

2021 by Rūta Jankauskienė (ECIU University WP9.5 Activity Lead), Kaunas University of Technology.  

These Strategic Guidelines provide a useful information on the main phases of the event organisation:  

• preparation (goals and objectives, target audiences and added value (for students, social 

partners/business, for employees), venue and resources (physical, virtual, hybrid)),  

• implementation (event topic, concept (e.g., poster presentation, small talk conference, 

Creathon, society quest, etc.), and  

• follow up, and evaluation (indicators) as it is very important to evaluate the event and get 

information to ensure that the aims were met, participants received the most of the planned and 

ideas on the future event organization improvement collected, and were used for preparation of the 

further described events at different project partner universities. 

 

2 Examples of events at institutional level, 2021-2022 

Kaunas University of Technology 
 

Higher Education Transformation: Alliances as a Strategic Direction 

 

9 December 2021  

Format: hybrid forum, with a live online stream to the global educational community. 

The forum was organised by the TOP 5 Lithuanian universities that are now a part of European 

Universities Alliances.  
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The focus in the presentations and discussions was mainly on transformational role the European 

universities are presently playing in the changes of all higher education system. The key issues and 

critical obstacles for development of the European universities initiative in Europe and Lithuania were 

also highlighted. 

This event brought the necessary European context, and help raise awareness of the need to build 

resilient and forward-looking education and training systems in Europe. 

Language: English 

Target group: visionaries and practitioners from the European universities, government and public 

institutions. 

Number of participants: more than 100 people.  

Links: https://en.ktu.edu/events/forum-higher-education-transformation-alliances-as-a-strategic-

direction/  

 

ECIU University Days (spring 2022) 

 

Format: open lecture (27 April 2022); CBL workshop (4 May 2022).  

The first on-site post-pandemic cycle of events on ECIU University, where the University students from 

different fields of study and the community members were invited to participate in two activities: an 

open lecture about ECIU University and how to work at international teams, and a challenge-based 

learning (CBL) workshop. During the workshops, international student teams solved a challenge titled 

Student Voice. Participants came up with two solutions to the problem related to the student’s activity 

and participation in events. One team proposed to create an app that allows students to find and 

register for events easily. Another team suggested a website that includes convenient, gamified tools 

to collect students’ feedback and opinions.  

Language: English 

Target group: students and community. 

Number of participants: 12  

Links: https://eciu-en.ktu.edu/news/eciu-university-days-2022-at-ktu-an-opportunity-to-taste-cbl-

method-and-students-experience-in-solving-challenges/  

 

 

https://en.ktu.edu/events/forum-higher-education-transformation-alliances-as-a-strategic-direction/
https://en.ktu.edu/events/forum-higher-education-transformation-alliances-as-a-strategic-direction/
https://eciu-en.ktu.edu/news/eciu-university-days-2022-at-ktu-an-opportunity-to-taste-cbl-method-and-students-experience-in-solving-challenges/
https://eciu-en.ktu.edu/news/eciu-university-days-2022-at-ktu-an-opportunity-to-taste-cbl-method-and-students-experience-in-solving-challenges/
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Skills for the 21st Century Careers: Success Formula in Today’s Job Market  

 

  
 

20 October 2022  

Format: CBL Workshop 

This challenge-based workshop is organised to introduce the learning method to the University 

students, providing very practical problem solving and teamwork skills. The event will focus on the 

requirements of the changing job market, 21st century competencies and the ways of its development. 

The workshop is on the list of the preparation events to the traditional KTU Career Fair WANTed 2022, 

which is one of the biggest career planning events in the Baltic States, devoted for all Lithuanian 

university and school students, graduates, public and private companies.  

Language: Lithuanian/ English 

Target group: students 

Links:  

https://eciu.ktu.edu/#KARJEROS-DIENOS-2022  

https://eciu-en.ktu.edu/#CAREER-DAYS-2022  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://eciu.ktu.edu/#KARJEROS-DIENOS-2022
https://eciu-en.ktu.edu/#CAREER-DAYS-2022
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KTU Career Fair WANTed 2022 

 

26 October 2022  

Format: ECIU University stand, Zalgiris Arena, Kaunas.  

ECIU University stand was devoted to introduce in the interactive way all event participants with the 

opportunities the ECIU university can provide, focusing on a real-life problem solutions through a 

challenge-based learning.  

KTU Career Fair WANTed 2022 is organized for the 18th year in a row. This career event has already 

helped thousands of students to successfully enter the labour market, and company representatives 

to find the most talented employees and interns for their organization. 

Language: Lithuanian/ English 

Target group: students from different Lithuanian universities and schools, graduates, public and 

private companies. 

Number of participants: more than 10 000 visitors came to the Fair, where the ECIU University stand 

was visible and popular among university students and pupils from different high schools. 

Link: https://careerdays.ktu.edu/  

  

https://careerdays.ktu.edu/
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University of Twente 
 

ECIU Awareness Campaign 

 

March, 2022 

Format: posters and leaflet distribution at university campus. 

This ECIU awareness campaign was devoted inform university students about ECIU University project 

activities. During this campaign different types of information and promotional material, like flyers, 

hoodies, display and growth cards were distributed within the university campus.  

Language: Dutch/ English 

Target group: students 
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Tampere University 
 

ECIU University Meets Faculty Representatives 

February, 2022 

Format: online meetings 

The ECIU administration at Tampere University organised the meetings with the faculty boards of all 

the seven faculties. The aim of such activity was to introduce ECIU University project and to invite 

faculties for a better involvement. 

Language: Finish 

Target group: faculty members 

Number of participants: around 100 people 

 

ECIU University on Challenge-Based Learning for Teachers 

Date: 25 March 2022 

Format: online meetings 

The aim of the activity was to invite teachers, interested in CBL and to use this method to work on ECIU 

University topics through a format of the workshop.  

Language: Finish 

Target group: university teachers 

Number of participants: 10 teachers 

 

Meeting with Tampere University's ECIU Steering Group  

The aim of this meeting was to introduce the representatives of the Finnish Ministry of Education and 

Culture with the ECIU University idea, its goals and to discuss possible future activities and support. 

Language: Finnish 

Target group: Tampere University's ECIU steering group (including president, vice-presidents and 

provost) and the representatives of the Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture (including director 

general Atte Jääskeläinen). 
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Study EXPO for students  

 

29-30 March 2022 

Format: online meetings 

The aim of this event was to share the information about the possibilities of ECIU University to the 

university students. After the event, the presentations were also available online for all interested 

students. 

Study Expo is an annual event, where students get information on different possibilities for elective 

studies available through Tampere University. The students meet university teachers and other 

personnel willing to tell about the elective study offerings of various degree programmes and faculties 

but also of the offerings of various other instances.  

Language: Finish/ English 

Target group: students 

Number of participants: 10  

Link: https://www.tuni.fi/en/students-guide/tampere-university-students-guide/elective-studies-info  

  

https://www.tuni.fi/en/students-guide/tampere-university-students-guide/elective-studies-info
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Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 
 

Implementation of Micro-Credentials in Spanish Universities 

Format: hybrid meeting  

The aim of the event was to share good practices about the implementation of micro-credentials at 

national and international level, starting from the example of the European Universities. 

Language: Spanish 

Target group: member of Spanish universities involved in European alliances 

Number of participants: about 50 people 

 

Mobility in ECIU University 

Format: info session  

The aim of the event was to explain to the students of the Faculty of Communication Studies, how they 

can sign up to the BIP mobility experiences related to ECIU challenges and micro-modules. 

Language: Spanish 

Target group: degree student of the Faculty of Communication Studies. 

Number of participants: about 100 people  

 

Mobility in ECIU University 

Format: info session for staff  

The aim of the meeting was to explain to the university service staff the regulation of the BIP mobility 

experiences related to ECIU challenges and micro-modules. Details were given about the special 

features of this mobility, who can apply to it, how the students must be registered in the university 

internal system. 

Language: Spanish 

Target group: university service staff involved in the management of mobility experiences. 

Number of participants: around 70 people.  
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Pilot of CBL Activities in University Faculties 

 

18 January 2022 

Format: kick-off meeting with presentations 

The scope of this meeting was to describe how, starting from the experience of ECIU University, the 

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona was planning to implement CBL activities and challenges 

internally. The first step of this implementation involved two faculties, Arts and Humanities and 

Biosciences. 

During the session, the first experience from a teacher-advisor (teamcher) of a challenge developed 

was presented. The challenge involved participation of the city council, together with various local 

entities and associations. 

Language: Spanish 

Target group: teaching and service staff of the faculties of Arts and Humanities and Biosciences 

Number of participants: around 50 people. 

Link: https://www.uab.cat/web/detalle-de-noticia/da-comienzo-el-programa-piloto-de-la-eciu-

university-en-la-uab-1345697212752.html?noticiaid=1345853298269 (available in Spanish and 

Catalan)  

 

Service Learning on Campus Day 

 

18 January 2022 

Format: presential meeting 

https://www.uab.cat/web/detalle-de-noticia/da-comienzo-el-programa-piloto-de-la-eciu-university-en-la-uab-1345697212752.html?noticiaid=1345853298269
https://www.uab.cat/web/detalle-de-noticia/da-comienzo-el-programa-piloto-de-la-eciu-university-en-la-uab-1345697212752.html?noticiaid=1345853298269
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A speed dating event between potential stakeholders, from public and private sectors, and university 

entities, searching for participation in their activities was organised. The ECIU University joined the 

event to promote its activities, as well as to look for potential partners in challenges. 

Language: Spanish 

Target group: external stakeholders 

Number of participants: about 60 people 

Link: https://pagines.uab.cat/aps/ca/content/la-jornada-aps-al-campus (available in Catalan)  

https://pagines.uab.cat/aps/ca/content/la-jornada-aps-al-campus
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INSA Group 
 

Arènes de Partenariats (LOCAL PARTNERSHIP ARENA)  

Circular Economy 

 

4 November 2021 

Format: exchange forum  

The aim of this event was to organize a Local Partnership Arena for the local ecosystem of INSA. During 

the day, students, staff and stakeholders worked in groups to define challenges coming from problems 

given by the stakeholders present. This year's theme was on the circular economy and some of the 

challenges defined were proposed as ECIU challenges later in the academic year. 

Language: French 

Target group: students, stakeholders and staff at INSA Toulouse. 

Number of participants: 73 people 

Links:  

https://fr.calameo.com/read/0010576834857a350b9dd?page=1  

https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/fr/actualites/les-arenes-de-partenariat-du-consortium-eciu.html 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/groupe-insa_universit%C3%A9-europ%C3%A9enne-membre-de-

lalliance-activity-6862284844043407360-gcIe?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop 

 

Arènes de Partenariats (LOCAL PARTNERSHIP ARENA) 

Transports and Mobility 

20 October 2022 

Format: Exchange forum  

The second Local Partnership Arena of INSA Toulouse again aimed at organizing an event for the local 

ecosystem of INSA. During the day, Students, staff and stakeholders worked in groups to define 

https://fr.calameo.com/read/0010576834857a350b9dd?page=1
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/fr/actualites/les-arenes-de-partenariat-du-consortium-eciu.html
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/groupe-insa_universit%C3%A9-europ%C3%A9enne-membre-de-lalliance-activity-6862284844043407360-gcIe?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/groupe-insa_universit%C3%A9-europ%C3%A9enne-membre-de-lalliance-activity-6862284844043407360-gcIe?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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challenges coming from problems given by the stakeholders present. This year's theme was on 

transports and mobility and some of the challenges defined were proposed as ECIU challenges later in 

the academic year. 

Target group: students, stakeholders and staff at INSA Toulouse. 

Number of participants: 70 people.  

 

ECIU University Seminar 

3 December 2021 

Format: physical meeting  

This networking event was organized in order to give the opportunity to exchange on the difficulties 

faced by all the INSA (all the staff was invited to join the central ECIU University team in Toulouse) in 

implementing ECIU University as well as planning the dissemination of its offerings for the next year. 

The objective of the day was both to share information on the developments of ECIU University, but 

also to establish a roadmap for INSA. The day was punctuated by presentations on external and 

internal communication, the CBL approach, the recognition and promotion of learning outcomes and 

mobility through challenges, and students’ commitment. 

In parallel with the reflections carried out by the management of the INSA, the positioning of the INSA 

Group for the response to the next Call for projects from the European Commission was done. Also, 

this event enabled the participants to build a shared vision of the opportunities of the European 

university and the actions to be implemented. 

Target group: staff of the INSA Group 

Number of participants: 25 people 

Link: https://hebdo.insa-toulouse.fr/?p=27241  

 

ECIU University helpdesk at the library (autumn 2022) 

Period: Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:00 to 13:00  

Format: physical meeting  

From the mid-September the bi-weekly helpdesks for students were started to present the ECIU 

University offerings and help them to understand the opportunities. These systematic physical 

meetings also give ECIU University a visibility on INSA campus. 

Target group: students and academic staff. 

Number of participants: 80 people 

Instagram stories: 

https://www.instagram.com/insatoulouse/?hl=fr 

https://www.instagram.com/bibinsatoulouse/?hl=fr   

  

https://hebdo.insa-toulouse.fr/?p=27241
https://www.instagram.com/insatoulouse/?hl=fr
https://www.instagram.com/bibinsatoulouse/?hl=fr
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Hamburg University of Technology 
 

Summer Fest 

June 2022 

Format: festival with stalls and music 

During this festival a booth for the ECIU was created to present ECIU University activities in an 

interactive manner. For that, a photo box with ECIU background was installed and the information 

about current challenges, testimonials from participants was disseminated through quizzes, flyers, also 

some promotional items such as pens and dextrose were distributed.  

This Hamburg University of Technology Summer Fest is an annual event to invite the university 

community to present their activities to the community members and public. 

Target group: university community and public. 

Number of participants: 2500 people 
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University of Stavanger 
 

Green Day UiS 

 

5 October 2021 

Format: ECIU University stand 

At the institutional Green Campus Day this stand served as a meeting point for students and staff with 

the intension to deliver more information about a challenge-based learning, provided by ECIU 

University. 

Target group: students and staff 

Number of participants: 200-300 total, direct contact with at least 50 people. 

Link: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/eciu_eciu-sustainable-eciuchallenge-activity-

6851797916579880960-GeL3/  

 

Student Fair 2022 

 

18 October 2022 

Format: ECIU university stand with roll-up and video 

Representation of ECIU University with and interactive information about its activities to students; also 

a meeting with representatives from the student organisations. 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/eciu_eciu-sustainable-eciuchallenge-activity-6851797916579880960-GeL3/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/eciu_eciu-sustainable-eciuchallenge-activity-6851797916579880960-GeL3/
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Target group: students  

Number of participants: a few hundred in total, one-to-one contact with 20-30 people. 

Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/UniStavangerENG/posts/pfbid0G2rmrfbYWNJ8Y8QDNNKTT6P85MaL4jp

EkZ9mAZP4eVvbZxMK7M4kWM5kYT   

 

Value Creation Forum  

 

26 November 2021 

Format: information seminar with presentations and a stand. 

During this closed meeting with important external stakeholders a presentation was delivered; in 
addition, a stand information outside the auditorium was presented. 

Target group: external stakeholders, potential partners. 

Number of participants: 220 people. 

Link: https://twitter.com/UniStavanger/status/1464217261732995091 

 

Green Week: How Can Students Contribute to a Greener Campus? 

 

Format: panel discussion and a presentation on stage in the university Library. 

During this week two events were organised: a panel discussion on UiS' challenge-based learning 

through ECIU University, among Trym N. Holbek (UiS project manager of ECIU University), Jonas Molde 

Hollund (student organisation StOr) and Tim Marshall (teamcher assistant and former ECIU student), 

https://www.facebook.com/UniStavangerENG/posts/pfbid0G2rmrfbYWNJ8Y8QDNNKTT6P85MaL4jpEkZ9mAZP4eVvbZxMK7M4kWM5kYT
https://www.facebook.com/UniStavangerENG/posts/pfbid0G2rmrfbYWNJ8Y8QDNNKTT6P85MaL4jpEkZ9mAZP4eVvbZxMK7M4kWM5kYT
https://twitter.com/UniStavanger/status/1464217261732995091
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and a presentation session of solutions of the teams, which were working on the ECIU University Green 

Campus challenge. 

Target group: students, employees and external partners. 

Number of participants: student teams, the organisers and more than 25 other students. 

Links: 

https://www.uis.no/en/node/6572    

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6984086031771820033   
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